Selecting State Champions

Testing Events. There are 39 competitive events that have a testing component as part of the guidelines. Even though the ideal is for the testing to serve as Round 1 to advance to Round 2 in several events; in the situation we are experiencing, Round 1 will be used as the final result.

The 39 competitive events that will be used for winner selection are:

| • Behavioral Health         | • Human Growth and Development |
| • Biomedical Debate         | • Life Threatening Situations  |
| • Biomedical Lab Science    | • Math for Health Careers     |
| • CERT Skills               | • Medical Assisting           |
| • Clinical Nursing          | • Medical Law and Ethics      |
| • CPR/First Aid             | • Medical Math                |
| • Creative Problem Solving  | • Medical Reading             |
| • Cultural Diversity and Disparities in Healthcare | • Medical Spelling |
| • Dental Science            | • Medical Terminology         |
| • Dental Terminology        | • Nursing Assisting           |
| • Dynamic Decisions         | • Nutrition                  |
| • EMT                       | • Organizational Leadership   |
| • Epidemiology              | • Parliamentary Procedure     |
| • Forensic Science          | • Pathophysiology            |
| • Foundations of Medical Terminology | • Pharmacology |
| • Health Career Exploration | • Pharmacy Science           |
| • Healthcare Issues Exam    | • Physical Therapy           |
| • Healthy Lifestyle         | • Sports Medicine            |
| • Home Health Aide          | • Veterinary Science         |
| • HOSA Bowl                 |                              |

Tallo Events. Events that will be judged by your competitors download documents using Tallo.

1. Clinical Specialty – Skills Video and Portfolio
2. Community Awareness – Portfolio
3. Medical Innovation – Video
4. Health Career Photography – Photos, Narrative Descriptions, Permission Forms
5. Health Education – Portfolio
6. Healthy Lifestyle – Portfolio
7. Interviewing Skills – Resume and Cover Letter
8. Job Seeking Skills -- Resume and Cover Letter
9. MRC Partnership – Portfolio
10. Public Service Announcement – Review PSA Video
11. Researched Persuasive Writing and Speaking – Written Paper
New Documentation.

1. Extemporaneous Health Poster
   Topic will be sent to local school testing proctor
   Student will make arrangement with testing proctor to design poster
   Photos taken of poster – submitted to Tallo

2. Extemporaneous Writing
   Topic will be sent to local school testing proctor
   Student will make arrangement with testing proctor to write essay
   Essay submitted to Tallo

3. Health Career Display
   Video team presentation and submit to Tallo

4. Exploring Medical Innovation
   Video team presentation and submit to Tallo

5. Prepared Speaking
   Student will video their speech and submit to Tallo

6. Speaking Skills
   Student will video their speech and submit to Tallo

7. Public Health
   Students will video their presentation and submit to Tallo

8. Life Support Skills
   A 25 question test is being developed covering the skills the students were practicing
   Students will make arrangements with testing proctor to test at local school

9. Personal Care
   A 25 question test is being developed covering the skills the students were practicing
   Students will make arrangements with testing proctor to test at local school